Finite-Time Stabilization of Delayed Memristive Neural Networks: Discontinuous State-Feedback and Adaptive Control Approach.
In this paper, a general class of delayed memristive neural networks (DMNNs) system described by functional differential equation with discontinuous right-hand side is considered. Under the extended Filippov-framework, we investigate the finite-time stabilization problem for DMNNs by using the famous finite-time stability theorem and the generalized Lyapunov functional method. To do so, we design two classes of novel controllers including discontinuous state-feedback controller and discontinuous adaptive controller. Without assuming the boundedness and monotonicity of the activation functions, several sufficient conditions are given to stabilize the states of this class of DMNNs in finite time. Moreover, the upper bounds of the settling time for stabilization are estimated. Finally, numerical examples are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed method and the theoretical results.